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Birdist Rule # It’s Okay to Hate Starlings | Audubon
One of the most familiar of birds, the once abundant starling
has suffered a significant population decline in recent years,
and it is now red-listed as a bird of .
Starling Bird Facts | Sturnus Vulgaris - The RSPB
First brought to North America by Shakespeare enthusiasts in
the nineteenth century, European Starlings are now among the
continent's most numerous.

Starling murmurations: the science behind one of nature's
greatest displays
They devour crops and cattle feed and nab other birds' nesting
sites. But starlings can actually show us how to live, says
Lyanda Lynn Haupt.
Common starling | New Zealand Birds Online
For birders, it's European Starlings. It might seem weird to
hate a bird species. In fact, most beginning birders struggle
with having anything but.
Starlings | Bird Family Overview - The RSPB
Watching starling murmurations as the birds swoop, dive and
wheel through the sky is one of the great pleasures of a dusky
winter's evening.
Common starling - Wikipedia
European starlings can pose some health risks to humans. Find
information on the control of these birds, and how to get rid
of starlings.
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InUS government agents killed over one million starlings, yet
these killings have made no dent in their numbers, and
Starlings never. Voice: shrill whistles, song Starlings
interspersed clicks and gurgles, and a penetrating scream when
handled. They often gather in the tens of thousands, creating
a nuisance when roosting in populated areas.
Largenumbersarriveinautumntospendthewinter.BirdcamWildlifeCameras
Males' eyes are dark; females have a pale brown edge to the
iris. The common starling has bred in northern Starlings from
and in Iceland from Other arthropod parasites include Ixodes
ticks and mites such as Analgopsis passerinus Starlings,
Boydaia stumiDermanyssus gallinaeOrnithonyssus bursaO.
Citystarlingstendtopreferlargebuildings—officebuildingsandwarehou
woodpeckers, in particular, prefer the same cavities as
starlings. There is more genetic variation between common
starling populations than between the Starlings common
Starlings and the spotless starling.
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